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Introduction

Product
This product consists of a backend, website and an application. The backend is a web API
created in .Net 5 (5.0.201), the website uses the JavaScript library React (17.0.2) and the
application uses React's cousin framework React Native (0.64.0). The database the product
depends on for now is a MySQL database but can be used with any relational database.

Usage
The purpose of this product is to allow delivering services to offer multiple companies a delivery
service and join all the deliveries into one system to keep track of them and deliver them to the
right location.

The product takes information about deliveries from other systems, and adds it to the internal
database. After that, the application can be used by drivers to scan the deliveries and therefore
give them the status of “In delivery” and then they can proceed to deliver them to the right
location. The application can show the driver where the product should be delivered to and let
the receiver sign for the delivery. The website can be used to handle the users and as an
overview of all the deliveries that have been added to the system.
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Set Up

Database
Setup an empty SQL database, the SQL version used in development was a MySQL database
hosted on Microsoft Azure. It’s recommended to use a MySQL database since using a different
version such as PostgreSQL would require a minor change in the backend code. Which is
covered in the Changing Database Version section. Apart from that, the database can be hosted
anywhere as long as there is a connection string, in the right format.

Backend
Install latest version of .Net 5 for the relevant OS, under Build apps - SDK from:
https://dotnet.microsoft.com/download/dotnet/5.0

(Optional) Add a user secret with the connection string to the relevant SQL database. This step
is not needed if the connection string is set in the config file for the backend, see here.

> dotnet user-secrets set "MYSQL:connectionString" "server=<hostname>;database=<name
of database>;user=<username>;password=<password>"

Install the .Net entity framework.

> dotnet tool install --global dotnet-ef

Run the next lines of code in the “Backend/Utkeyrslukerfi.API/Utkeyrslukerfi.API” directory

Initialize the migrations by running the command below.

> dotnet ef migrations add InitialMigration

Then push those migrations to the database using this command.

> dotnet ef database update

If any changes are made to the entities in the backend, the database will need to be updated
accordingly.
Update the migrations by running the command below

> dotnet ef migrations add NameOfMigration

Then push those changes to the database using this command.

> dotnet ef database update
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Config
It is possible to configure multiple functionalities in the system and this section will go over each
one. The configuration file for the backend is located in the appsettings.json file, which is
located in the Backend/Utkeyrslukerfi.API/Utkeyrslukerfi.API/ directory.

Cors Addresses
The CORS addresses that the Backend will allow must be added to the Addresses array shown
below. The link represents the url for where the webpage is hosted, and consequently from
where the backend will be called.

"CorsAddresses": {

"Addresses": [

"http://localhost:3000",

"https://localhost:3001"

]

},

Jwt
For authentication Jwt tokens were used in this project. A few things can be configured for the
jwt authentication. The secret which is a sort of salt used in the encryption, which needs to be
changed for each production. The issuer that should be changed to Edico or something similar
instead of localhost as it tells the receiver who is issuing this token. And the audience which
should be changed to the name of the buyer of the solution, as it tells who the audience of this
token is. Then the Expiration of the token can be configured, it’s currently set to 24 hours, but
this can be set to the buyer's preference.

"JwtConfig": {

"secret": "f6de7810-3bad-4b2f-9abe-82d3c9c11b34",

"issuer": "localhost",

"audience": "localhost",

"expirationInMinutes": "1440"

},
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Seed user
Once the product is set up credentials are necessary to be able to log into the system to create
more users. That is why there is a seed user, it is used as the initial user in the system. The
information for that seed user is configurable, the name, email, and password must be filled out.
The information must be configured before running the software since a hangfire job uses these
settings to create the user after set up has been completed.

"SeedUser": {

"Password": "supersecurepassword",

"Email": "admin@edico.is",

"Name": "admin"

},

External Data
It is possible to configure where and how the external data is fetched from, in this case it's
fetched from an external api, hosted on a different network. The ApiUrl has to have the value of
the url, where the data is fetched from. FlattenData, is a boolean asking if the data being
received from the api needs to be flattened or not. In most cases this should be set to false.
EncapsulatedDataName is in case the data fetched from the api is encapsulated. If it is,this
setting must be filled out with a string value containing the name of the encapsulation, in most
cases it is named “data”, but can also be any other string.

"ExternalAPIConfig": {

"ApiUrl": "http://soti.edico.is:8091/deliveries",

"flattenData": false,

"encapsulatedDataName": null

},
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External Data Mapping
There is a lot to configure for the mapping. The key represents the name given to the attribute in
the projects database, while the value represents the key the external api has given the
equivalent value. This product splits up each value as much as possible, other APIs might not
do the same which is why it is possible to reference some values using attributename[]. If a
value contains the [] it means that the attribute value is a part of a value from the API, in case of
the address as seen below, the external API returns an address that has the format
“AddressName Housenumber”. Which means that Address[0] is referencing the address name,
while Address[1] is referencing the house number. This can be done with most attributes.

"ExternalDeliveryMapping": {

"ID": "ID",

"Recipient": "Recipient",

"Seller": null,

"DriverComment": null,

"CustomerComment": "Comment",

"Status": 1,

"PickupAddress": null,

"DeliveryAddress": {

"StreetName": "Address[0]",

"HouseNumber": "Address[1]",

"ZipCode": "PostalCode[0]",

"City": "PostalCode[1]",

"XCoords": null,

"YCoords": null,

"Country": null

},

"DeliveryDate": "DeliveryDate",

"Vehicle": null,

"Driver": null,

"Packages": {

"Name": "Parcels",

"ID": "ID",

"Weight": null,

"Length": null,

"Height": null,

"Width": null

},

"Signoff": null

}
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Multiple Data Sources
For this project it is possible to have multiple data sources, and so different configurations can
be created for each data source. Therefore the ExternalAPIConfig and the
ExternalDeliveryMapping are encapsulated into an object. Those objects are stored in an array
that is then looped over and used to create a hangfire job for each configuration object.

"FetchDeliveriesConfig": {

"Configs": [

{...}

]

}
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Website
The website uses Node js, to run so node and npm needs to be installed on the
computer/server before running the website. There is also need to install all the packages used
before running the website, and that is done with the command npm install inside the
Web/utkeyrslukerfi-web/ directory.

Config
In the directory Utkeyrslukerfi/Web/utkeyrslukerfi-web/ there exists a json file containing the
configuration for the website, /src/constants/config.json that can be used to change the website
in a simple way. The status codes can be altered, their names changed and more status codes
can be added. The roles for users can also be changed but if a role is added, or the numbers
altered, then some changes need to be done to the backend since the backend depends upon
those numbers for authorization.
{

"STATUS": {

"1": "Í ferli",

"2": "Á leiðinni",

"3": "Móttekin",

"4": "Týnd"

},

"ROLES": {

"1": "Stjórnandi",

"2": "Skrifstofumaður",

"3": "Bílstjóri",

"4": "Óvirkur"

}

}
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Application
The application is built on the react-native framework. In this section the few things that need to
be configured before deploying the app will be examined.

Config
In the directory Utkeyrslukerfi/Handheld/UtkeyrslukerfiHandheld/ there exists a json file
containing the configuration for the App, /src/constants/config.json, that can be used to change
the app in a simple way, just like the website. The application has the same objects as the
website config, status and roles, and those objects have the same purpose.

{

"STATUS": {

"1": "Í ferli",

"2": "Á leiðinni",

"3": "Móttekin",

"4": "Týnd"

},

"ROLES": {

"1": "Stjórnandi",

"2": "Skrifstofumaður",

"3": "Bílstjóri",

"4": "Óvirkur"

}

}
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.Env
The application has two signoff methods that require saving images. That is, take an image on
delivery and get the signature of the receiver. Since it is bad practice to store images in a SQL
database they are stored, for this product, on Azure using a storage account. The storage
accounts, called blob storage, are specifically made for the purpose of storing large amounts of
unstructured object data such as images. The application uploads the images for these two
signoff methods on to a separate container, one for delivery images the other for signatures.

For this upload to work some configurations need to be established. The configuration needs
the name of the blob storage, the access key and the name of the containers. See the code
below:

// Azure cloud blob storage

export const AZURE_ACCOUNT_NAME = '<ACCOUNT NAME>'

export const AZURE_CONTAINER_IMAGES = 'images'

export const AZURE_CONTAINER_SINGATUERES = 'signatures'

This code is located in the constants/index.js file. The AZURE_ACCOUNT_NAME variable
contains the name of the blob storage. The AZURE_CONTAINER_IMAGES and
AZURE_CONTAINER_SIGNATURES variables contain the name of the containers for the
SignoffImages and SignoffSignatures respectively.

Those containers were specifically created under the Azure storage account and the name is
simply the name of the created container, they can be named differently.

The access key, on the other hand, is stored in a .env file for security reasons. The .env file,
stored in the root of the project, has a single variable:

REACT_APP_STORAGE_KEY="<INSERT KEY>"

The key itself is from the Azure storage account > Security + networking > Access keys tab,
either key works. There the name of the storage account can be seen as well.
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DataWedge Setup
On the project's GitHub repository, at the root of the whole project, there is a file, datawedge.db.
That file can be used to set up DataWedge so the application can start listening for barcode
scans.

This can also be done by hand through the DataWedge application. To begin with, a profile
needs to be created. Then the application needs to be registered under that profile, it must have
been run on the device at least once for it to show up.

Then, under “Intent Output” the “Intent Category” must be set to broadcast intent, the “Intent
Action” must match the first string in the “filterActions” array shown below in the code segment,
the string:

'com.zebra.utkeyrslukerfihandheld.ACTION'

Lastly the “Intent Category” must also be set to match the first string in the “filterCategories”
array shown below in the code segment, the string:

'android.intent.category.DEFAULT'

The code segment below can be found at the root of the handheld project inside the file App.js.
This segment shows the registration of the DataWedge intents so the application can receive
and send scanning intents.

// Register intents, connection to dataWedge for scanning functionalities

DataWedgeIntents.registerBroadcastReceiver({

filterActions: [

'com.zebra.utkeyrslukerfihandheld.ACTION',

'com.symbol.datawedge.api.RESULT_ACTION'

],

filterCategories: [

'android.intent.category.DEFAULT'

]

})
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Application Development
To start react native development a minimum of version 12 of Node is necessary as well as
Java SE Development kit (JDK), version 8 to 15. The next step is to install Android Studio, the
react native developer site has good documentation on it, Environment Setup for React Native
Development.

The main points from the documentation
Start installation on Android Studio.

During installation make sure that the check boxes next to all the following are checked:
● Android SDK
● Android SDK Platform
● Android Virtual Device

Then open the SDK Manager, if there is no project open then open it through Configure

otherwise through the icon located in the rightmost upper corner. Select the SDK Platform.
Check the Show Package Details checkbox and make sure the following checkboxes are
checked under Android 10 (Q):

● Android SDK Platform 29
● Intel x86 Atom_64 System Image or Google APIs Intel x86 Atom System Image

Next check under SDK Tools tab, again check the Show Package Details and make sure that
under Android SDK Build-Tools the following checkboxes are checked:

● 29.0.2

Set the environmental variables and path (windows):
● ANDROID_HOME = %LOCALAPPDATA%\Android\Sdk
● JAVA_HOME = C:\Program Files\Java\jdk-x.x.x
● Path = %LOCALAPPDATA%\Android\Sdk\platform-tools
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Changing Database Version
In order to use a different version of SQL other than MySQL, there is one change in the backend
code that needs to be implemented. When adding the dbcontext to the services, instead of
using MySQL it should use the version of SQL being used. For most SQL versions a package
will need to be installed.
services.AddDbContext<UtkeyrslukerfiDbContext>(options =>

{

options.UseMySQL(myConnString,

options =>

{

options.MigrationsAssembly(Assembly.GetExecutingAssembly().FullName);

}

);

});

E.g. if PostgreSQL were being used then the package npgsql would need to be downloaded,
and the code changed like the one below.

services.AddDbContext<UtkeyrslukerfiDbContext>(options =>

{

options.UseNpgsql(myConnString,

options =>

{

options.MigrationsAssembly(Assembly.GetExecutingAssembly().FullName);

}

);

});
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Run

Backend
In a terminal window, open the Utkeyrslukerfi\Backend\Utkeyrslukerfi.API\Utkeyrslukerfi.API
directory and run:

> dotnet run

Website
In a terminal window, open the Utkeyrslukerfi\Web\utkeyrslukerfi-web directory and run:

> npm install
> npm start

Application
In two seperate terminal windows, open the Utkeyrslukerfi\Handheld\UtkeyrslukerfiHandheld
directory, first run:

> npm install
> npx react-native start

This should start up the metro server, in the other terminal window run:

> npx react-native run-android
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Deployment
This product contains three different applications, the backend, the web, and the app, which all
need to be deployed separately.

Backend
The best way to deploy the backend is to clone the git repository, and use the workflows
provided to deploy the backend. Only thing left to do after cloning the repository is to go into
Settings > Secrets, and add a new repository secret. The name of the secret should be
PUBLISH_PROFILE and inside that secret the relevant publish profile should be added which
can be received from the azure portal, under the relevant webapp resource > Get publish
profile.

Website
The deployment for the website is as easy as the backend. Start by cloning the git repository,
adding a secret with the name

AZUREAPPSERVICE_PUBLISHPROFILE_8AF0E08939DC4B888B36E94328DB613A
And add the publish profile of the azure resource made for the website into that secret.

Application
The application deployment is a bit trickier, since there is the need to generate an APK, and
deploy that either straight to a device or add it to a store. The recommendation is to follow the
instructions provided by the developers of react-native on how to sign an APK. Link to that
documentation can be found here.
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User Guide

Website
The website is meant for office workers and admins as an overview over both the deliveries and
the users in the system. Only admins are allowed to access the list of users and update or
create them.

Login Page

The first page a user sees on
entering the website. The user
can log in with their email and
password if they are registered as
admins or office workers in the
system. Others are not able to
access the website for security
reasons.

Home Page

The home page is the first page a
user sees after logging in if they
do not need to update their
password. It offers two options,
view the users page (notendur)
or deliveries (sendingar). The
users page is only available for
admins but the deliveries page is
available for both admins and
office workers.

Each page accessible from here has the same header which contains a icon to get back to

the home page and a for logging out of the system.
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Users Page

The users page holds a filterable list of all the users in the system. The icon holds the filter
functionality and can be used to filter the users by roles. At the bottom of the page there is a

icon that, when clicked, will bring the user to a form where they can create a new user.

Then there is a icon in each line that will allow the user to update the user in the same line.
That is done by a very similar form as the create user form.

Create/Update User Page

By filling out the form and pressing the save button (vista) the user will be created/updated.

The fields that can be filled out/changed:
● Name (nafn): name of the user
● Email (netfang): users email, preferably work email, used for logging in
● Password (lykilorð): a temporary password which the user will have to change the first

time they log in
● Role (starf): the authority level of the user, admin (highest level of authority), office

worker (can access a part of the website) or driver (has only access to the application),
the user can also be disabled
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Deliveries Page

The deliveries page, like the users page, contains a filterable list of all the deliveries in the
system. The list can be filtered by the status of the deliveries as well as a range of dates. The

deliveries can be updated, and their packages viewed, by clicking on the icon .

Update Delivery Page

All the listed fields can be altered and the delivery changed by pressing save (vista). The fields
are:

● Recipient (móttakandi): name of the person/company that will be receiving the delivery
● Status (staða): the status of the delivery, where it is in the delivery process
● Seller (sendandi): name of the person/company that sent the delivery
● Driver (bílstjóri): name of the driver that delivered the delivery
● Delivery Address (heimilisfang sendanda): the address of the receiver
● Pickup Address (heimilisfang móttakanda): the address of the seller
● Vehicle (bíll):  the car used to delivery the delivery

The packages for this delivery are listed to the right and can be examined further by pressing
the relevant package.
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Application

The application is mainly meant for drivers so they can scan deliveries and update their status
accordingly. Also, on delivery they are to go through the proper signoff process depending on
the delivery.

Login Screen

For drivers to log in they only need to find their names in a list of
drivers, select it and press “skrá inn” to log in to the application

Scan Screen
The first page the drivers see after logging in. Here they can
scan each delivery they have at the ready and change their
status to “on the way” (á leiðinni), by changing the dropdown
values they can also choose a different status. Then, by
pressing update (uppfæra) the deliveries will be updated in
the database.

The footer displays the available screens, the list screen, the
scan screen and the search screen (in that order).
The header has an icon for logging out.
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List Screen

This screen displays a list that can be reordered by barcode,
status and date. The “map” icon in the button left corner might
one day bring the user to google maps with the deliveries the
current driver is about to deliver marked on the map and finds the
optimal route for the driver. For now the button has been added
to the details page for each delivery, which can be accessed by
pressing the delivery. The map button there opens google maps
with the delivery address marked on the map.

Search Screen
Here the driver can scan a delivery barcode either to get
more details on it or to go straight to the deliver screen. The
deliver screen contains a list of packages that the delivery
contains. It also contains a comment section where drivers
can read comments from the customer and/or leave a
comment themselves.
There is also a checkbox that is a way of marking if there is
no one home and the receiver has agreed to the delivery
being left on the doorstep, this will later result in a different
signoff process.
The deliver screen will then take the driver through a
preconfigured signoff process consisting of: get name of
receiver, get signature of receiver or take image of the
delivery. The signoff process can contain any possible mix of
those three methods or none at all.
Afterwards the delivery is updated accordingly.
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